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Introduction
Since the beginning of time, gravity has been a constant factor

influencing many processes. When the gravitational force is changed,
biological qualities of living organisms change, and these changes are
experienced at all levels, from cellular to organismal. Adaptive
reactions are induced by changes in gravity levels, which alter
dynamic physiological functions. Astronauts frequently suffer from
space motion sickness, cardiovascular deconditioning, bone
demineralization, muscular atrophy, and fluid pooling and
redistribution in the upper body in a microgravity environment when
weightlessness is experienced. In addition, both in vitro and in vivo,
indirect effects mediated by fluid shear stress and hydrostatic pressure
have a significant impact on systems. In this review, we summarise
some of the most noteworthy findings from research conducted in both
microgravity and hypergravity, as well as critical molecular concepts
that potentially explain the continuum of physiological changes found
in these environments. Rather than short-term parabolic flights and
sounding rockets, we have primarily concentrated on long-duration
space orbiting missions. Even after more than 500 flights, space
remains unsuitable for regular visits or permanent occupancy, owing
to the difficulties posed to normal organism growth and development,
which is further hampered by the lack of effective and dependable
countermeasures. As a result, we restore the use of artificial gravity
simulators in the treatment of physiological problems caused by space
travel. Gravity has had a long-term impact on diverse living forms on

Earth, both physically and biologically, and has thus played a
significant part in determining evolution. Because gravity is a physical
force with both magnitude and direction, manipulating these two
components of the gravity vector could have catastrophic
consequences. Microgravity is a condition in which humans or objects
feel weightlessness similar to that experienced in space, whereas
hypergravity is a condition in which the force of gravity is greater than
that experienced on Earth's surface. The number of scientific
experiments conducted in variable gravity circumstances has increased
exponentially in recent decades. During early investigations
examining the impact of microgravity on embryo development,
gravity was recognised as a key physical force regulating organism
survival. The chick embryo rotates in the uterus to identify its anterior-
posterior axis in a direction perpendicular to gravity's longitudinal
axis, which is directed by gravity. In microgravity, gravity's instructive
function in developing a radially symmetrical blastodisc into a
bilateral embryo is removed, allowing the embryo to develop without
a defined axis. When allowed to rotate freely after fertilisation, the
zebrafish embryo redirects its animal-vegetal axis horizontally in a
direction perpendicular to the gravitational field, resulting in an
upward looking embryonic shield indicative of the future dorsal side.
Gravity acts to spatially orient the animal-vegetal axis during the early
stages of a frog embryo's development, ensuring that the future dorsal-
ventral axis stays gravitationally neutral. Only if this gravitational
neutrality is reached sooner may systemic events following sperm
entrance and cerebral rotation determine the dorsal-ventral axis. The
heart, blood, and blood arteries make up the cardiovascular system
(CVS). Blood is pumped through the veins by the heart, which
supplies nutrition and oxygen, transports blood cells, removes
metabolic wastes such as carbon dioxide, and maintains homeostasis.
Orthostatic intolerance, syncope, a decreased ability to exercise, and
an increased resting heart rate are all prominent symptoms of
cardiovascular deconditioning syndrome, which is caused by
weightlessness in spaceflight. This syndrome is caused by autonomic
dysregulation, which includes decreased cardiac-baroreflex sensitivity
and a shift in the sympathetic-parasympathetic balance.
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